Bandsaw blades
for sawmills
The sharp choice for the sawmill industry

Munkfors is a family-owned Swedish company that is truly involved with cutting-edge technology. We lead the development of bandsaw blades for the sawmill industry that sharpen your performance to gain a more competitive edge.

Unique profile-grinding technology
To produce the teeth of our top-quality blades that outperform most other brands, we use our own unique and patented profile-grinding method that gives:
- Sharper blades
- Cleaner cutting
- Longer blade lifetime
- Minimum downtime
- Very little material waste

Many benefits in the sawmill industry
The design, functionality and sharpness of our blades give you many benefits. They help to minimize downtime and achieve your economic and product quality goals.

In addition to supplying high-performance blades, Munkfors provides long-term support by taking full responsibility for blade lifecycles through resharpening worn blades and evaluating them to give feedback on bandsaw performance and sawing conditions.

Ordering details
For selecting the right solution, please contact Munkfors on the number below.
Orders can be faxed to the number below, e-mailed to mfsorder@munkfors.com or made online on our website.